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Trigger Warning: Some real shit about to be said.



How I Had the Gay Bashed Out of Me

Act One: The Fish that Got Away

Where would one begin to describe the ways or times in which they have 
experienced the gay being bashed out of them? Why even tell of such 
disturbing situations? What good may come of such knowledge? I guess 
maybe nothing, but there is an inner urge in my body telling me to purge 
these stories into the open. So here's one for catharsis and all the boys who 
couldn't be gay.

The first time I remember being told not to be gay was by my firefighter 
Uncle. I am sure this was not the first time, just the first to stick into my 
memory. My mother was recently divorced from my stepfather. A man 
much older than her. It is not an absurd assumption or conclusion that she 
was only with him in the first place for security. A single beautiful mother 
of two, and I mean an absolute beauty, marries a man four inches shorter, 
twenty years older, grumpy and bald, yet there is nothing to be suspicious 
of? I think not! Of course, her rigid Mormon family had more issues with 
his being from Mexico and Catholic than with the fact that he was as old as 
my grandfather and twice as mean. 

Nonetheless, with divorce papers signed, we had freed ourselves from his 
tyranny of counting toilet paper sheets and asinine chores. We replaced my 
stepfather's suburban cookie cutter house with a very cheerful yet dark and 
cold basement. Moving into my Uncle's basement meant my mother could 
quit one job and spend more time with us. It was the best! We no longer 
had a bed time and we could watch whatever movies we wanted. Total 
liberation as far as my seven year old eyes could see. But like any illusions 
of choices this culture offers us, I was soon to find out this experiment in 
complete freedom would soon be abruptly halted.



But it was in those first days that I found my first true love. Most people 
would say love that young is just absurd but then again they were not 
feeling the pounding heart that I was suddenly inflicted with. My first true 
love was a fiery rebellious redhead named Ariel. Just simply Ariel, no last 
name. For some absurd reason, while living with my stepfather we were not 
allowed to watch  Disney movies. So for that unbeknown reason, the very 
first time I saw Disney movies was when we moved into my Uncle's house. 
Beauty and the Beast, Lion King, Aladdin, and The Little Mermaid are the 
four that stick out in my mind. 

Now you might ask, How can a seven year old's infatuation with a red 
headed mermaid even equate to love, let alone a very gay love? I would 
reply, it just was. It was not the type of love to make a prepubescent child 
question why they received a sudden rush of blood to their genitals. Nor did 
it make me blush the same way the girl in the red jacket would make me do 
later on that year. It was a much stronger attachment and attraction Ariel 
and I shared. 

Ariel and I both seemed to feel alien in our own unique worlds. We both 
felt bored and tired of our families, their drama, and their insignificant 
worldly problems. Ariel and I did not like the way we felt  in our bodies, or 
at least that's how I perceived it at the time. I admired her beauty. I wanted 
to become that carefree, shell covered breasted, and danger seeking 
mermaid. I wanted people to adore me for my beauty not for my lisp or fat 
baby cheeks. I felt muted in my world just as Ursula had forced her to 
become in hers. Parents and other kids always told me to shut up or leave 
them alone and so I would be left to my own imagination and devices in 
some corner of the room. I reinvented the world around me. Forks, boxes, 
pieces of clothing, and anything I could get my hands on were soon 
reshaped in my own imaginary world. The birds outside and the fish in the 
fridge became my friends but I could not for the life of me get them to talk 
back to me, like she had done so effortlessly. But something was still 
missing. My happy ending. My Prince Eric.



Personally, I felt like Ariel completely sold herself short with Prince Eric, 
but regardless, I got the message; to be loved by someone for what you are, 
your totality and soul, not just some superficial equation. I was in love with 
Ariel, the Little Mermaid, because I desired nothing more than to be her. To 
be able to shed my boring skin of a little chubby boy and become 
something meaningful and desirable. To be pretty, clever, and strong. To be 
able to hold in tears and fight back for my existence. I was a very intense 
kid to say the least.

But my first love ended one afternoon when my Uncle came home and 
found me covered in makeup wearing my mothers bra and my older 
cousins blue and green skirt. I was trying to dress up into what I perceived 
was the most ultimate beauty this world had to offer. It failed. I was 
spanked and verbally reprimanded. “Only gay kids dress up like that” and I 
was not gay, or so they told me. What hurt more was becoming the joke of 
the family. For the next couple months it was all the adults talked about and 
I could see I made my mother embarrassed. So for the sake of my mother's 
happiness and to get through life with less scrutiny, I stopped trying to 
dress up in womans clothes. 

Not completely though. My actions just went underground. Any chance I 
had, I would try on make-up, and women's clothes.  Once, I was caught 
stealing panties from my stepsister, and it was much easier to confess to 
being a perverted preteen using them for masturbation material then to 
confess that in actuality I would wear them any chance I had. I dressed in 
drag any chance I had, such as Halloween or slumber parties with my 
female friends. Sometimes I was so convincing that older males would hit 
on me, I even had to fight off drunk rapist college boys. Although I did not 
live a life as a woman, I was able to be on the receiving end of this cultures 
patriarchy for brief moments in time. Being completely objectified and 
almost assaulted helped shape how I would treat my intimate female 
relationships from there on out. And of course, that was all gay, very very 
incredibly and stupidly gay. 



Act Two: Armed Uniquity and Creative Destruction 

It did not just begin and end with cross dressing. Early on in childhood, I 
began to notice I had very feminine tendencies, interests, and desires. Not 
to mention, I was remarkably sensitive. Crying was the epitome of my 
adolescence, and every person except my mother made it damn well 
apparent that it was very unacceptable and gay in this culture for a boy to 
be as such. And so on it went.

My mother after facing the douche bags and dicks in the world of dating, 
made the safe move back in with my stepfather. Yet, while in his absence, I 
was able to grow not only emotionally but also materially. I had amassed an 
army of cuddly stuffed animals. During her time away from her marriage, 
men trying to impress and court my attractive mother, would try to buy off 
my brother and me as allies. It of course never worked, but the end result 
was toy guns for my brother and stuffed animals for me (This was the 
beginning of a pattern repeated throughout our childhood; as my brother 
would excel in sports, I took drama classes, as he perfected Tae Kwon Do I 
did ballet and so on). As soon as my mother and stepfather rekindled their 
dysfunctional co-existence, my stepfather received a transfer from Utah to 
Texas, and so we went. 



During the move my dad insisted that I only take one stuffed animal with 
me on the road, and a small one at that. So while packing up boxes of 
stuffed animals, I found the most original one I had, the camel my 
grandmother had given me before she committed suicide, and took it with 
me. Upon arriving in South Texas, during the unloading of the moving 
truck, it became increasingly apparent that my stuffed animals had been lost 
in the transfer. I was absolutely devastated. Those stuffed animals were my 
only material reminder that its okay to be soft in an increasingly hardening 
world. I cried for days. My dad accused me of being sensitive, gay, and a 
cry baby. Hearing any combination of those three words would make me 
hurt and cry even harder. I would try to refute his dominating and 
oppressive statements by stating I was simply different and just had “soft 
feelings.” Eventually, even “soft feelings”, the term I created, inspired by 
my stuffed animals, in an effort to understand my own uniqueness, also 
became a family joke. Like I imagine in many other family's, my rebellion 
and adolescent struggles, time after time, were ultimately co-opted into a 
form of nuclear family humor. It's  no wonder why I make it a point to be 
thousands of miles away during holidays.

It was not until we had lived in Texas for a couple years that my mother in 
a moment of guilt-ridden consciousness, admitted to allowing my dad to 
throw away my stuffed animals during the move and blame it on the 
moving company. It did not surprise me. My suspicions and keen detective 
skills, not to mention the only boxes to go missing,  had led me to that 
conclusion long before the confession. What did surprise me was my 
mothers role in the whole ordeal. My mother was usually the only one to 
stand up for me in my uniqueness and utter gayness, so it was surprising 
she would allow this to happen. I felt betrayed, and in a drama queen 
fashion, made it very apparent to her that I did indeed feel betrayed. 



In time, that betrayal and the understandings to come after it strengthened 
the bond and friendship between my mother and myself. She soon began to 
stand up for my gay and sensitive ways in a manner like no other. I too, 
became more resolved. If being gay would upset and disturb my stepfather 
that much, then that is what I would become, the fag he would refuse to 
love. But of course, it did not work out that way. I could no more change 
my sexual orientation and preferences than the rural gay Texan boy 
attempting straightness for his Christian family. Yet in the end, it is neither 
binary of  straight nor gay that allows us to challenge patriarchy in its 
fullest, it is only the deepest forms of creative destructiveness and uniquity 
that allow each of us a liberated existence.



Act Three: Cock Fights, Man Breasts, and How I Became Princess

When my stepfather caught wind that I was going through puberty, he 
decided to do what any loving dad would do. In one more attempt to 
straighten me out, he forced me to cock fight, and not in a cheesy pulp gay 
novel way. Without giving me a reason, we drove to the outskirts of town, 
where we met up with his friend, who for non-incriminating reasons, I will 
only refer to as Jose Cuervo. After handing my stepfather a cheap American 
lager, he handed me a small animal cage. Although already dusk outside, I 
could see the amazing colored feathers inside the cage. It was the first 
rooster I had ever seen. For that matter, it was the first chicken I had ever 
seen and the most exquisite one at that. 

Ignorant to why I was there or to even where there was, I was pretty sure I 
was receiving a pet. But that rosy picture of father-son bonding was shortly 
diminished when Jose pulled out an elegant hand-crafted, gold-plated claw 
attached to a foot or so of one inch thick blood red ribbon. As much as I 
would like to think of the claw as a nice necklace, it soon became apparent 
as he was wrapping it around my newfound rooster's foot, what I was about 
to do. Like so many males before me, I was being inducted into manhood 
by one of the most ancient forms of blood sport still around. Shortly after, 
we entered a nearby barn where even more short, drunk and otherwise 
dumb looking males stood around a miniaturized arena. There were two or 
three fights before my roosters debut match, but I did not make it past the 
end of the first one. As money was exchanging hands, blood began pouring 
out of the two amazingly colorful and unique roosters. Every so often, the 
roosters would take turns trying to evacuate the arena but their handlers 
would rustle them up and throw them back at the other. When the slightly 
larger rooster was twitching and almost dead, more money began to 
exchange between nubby drunken hands, all the while, tears began to fall 
down my face into the caliche floor. 



When it became apparent to my stepfather that his gay son was crying and 
making an embarrassment out of him, he sent me to the truck where I then 
spent the next three hours crying until the tears refusing to fall out of the 
corner of my eyes were replaced with the dry heaving slow and painful 
weep of true sorrow. My rooster won that night, and was mostly unharmed. 
He went on to become a champion and a sort of legend. El Pollo Loco as he 
later became known, won Jose Cuervo double what he was currently 
earning as a government helicopter mechanic. He traveled to five or six 
states with Jose never losing a fight. But in such a profit driven blood sport, 
there is no room for retirement and so even the best cocks die eventually, 
although he is the only one I have ever heard of to have committed suicide. 

El Pollo Loco lived up to his namesake, as true as I lived up to mine, gay, 
gay, oh so gay. For whatever reasons, that night was proof enough for my 
stepfather to see that I was meant to be gay, and although the harshness of 
his criticisms and insults never let up, his more directed gay-straightening 
activities slowly withered away. I went back to cleaning and cooking with 
my mom to a soundtrack of female-fronted country hits from the likes of 
Shania Twain, Deanne Carter, and the Dixie Chicks, all while he went back 
to yard work and fixing cars with my brother listening to racist, idiotic, 
conservative talk radio. 

Just before my balls had dropped, and quite a while before I would begin 
shaving my poor excuse of a beard, a miracle seemed to happen. It seemed 
my childhood dream of having breasts was coming true. In a matter of a 
couple weeks my nipples had doubled in size. I all the sudden had giant 
hard protruding nipples. My boobs were growing, and although I thought 
that boobs were something I wanted, the sudden change scared me. I was 
also embarrassed and refused to take my shirt off during swimming, 
something my chubby belly deterred me from on most occasions anyways. 



I tried to think of other things it could be; alien probes in my nipples, breast 
cancer, my vivid imagination. It wasn't until I began squeezing them one 
day that I realized I really was growing boobs. When I squeezed them, 
especially the left one, they would excrete a creamy liquid. I had no other 
conclusion to come to other than that I was and always had been a she-
male, a hermaphrodite, a transsexual. I became obsessed with my new 
found identity. I pondered what life would be like. I thought of what kind of 
folks could or would ever love me. I wondered which restroom I should go 
into. Should I check male or female, or was it even possible to check both. 
For six months I kept my breasts hidden behind baggy shirts, and for six 
months they kept growing. 

Finally, I had a break down and turned to the only person I could trust with 
such information, my mother. She seemed to take the news even worse than 
I did, and decided to set up an emergency appointment with my 
pediatrician. After a brief examination, and after being groped by a cold-
handed doctor, he informed my mother and me that I had nothing to worry 
about. He promised it was not cancer, nor an alien probe, and was sure I 
was not what he would describe clinically as a hermaphrodite. But none of 
this was comforting, not in the least bit. It wasn't until he explained to my 
mother and me that during the onset of puberty all humans form breast 
buds, and that was exactly what I was experiencing, and although my 
growth was unique, it was not unhealthy. The more testosterone a male has 
at puberty the earlier his breast buds will stop growing, and the males with 
less testosterone and more estrogen will have breast buds growing for 
longer periods. Although my breast buds had grown larger than any he had 
seen, he reassured me they were still in the safe range, whatever that 
means.



What it meant to me on a tangible level was an explanation for my “soft 
feelings.” I now had a scientific justification or understanding of why I 
seemed more sensitive than others. Excited, I shared the news with my 
stepfather hoping that he too would now understand it was normal and 
healthy for me to feel the way I did. Of course, no amount of logic, 
scientific explanations, or understanding would change his perspective. The 
only way to change his perspective would involve him changing his role in 
this culture, something that would never happen.

To oppress or to be oppressed, that is the question, or so they want us to 
think. But nothing, including understanding and analyzing oppression is 
that simple. I have come to the understanding that there are at least two 
types of oppressors out there, those that do knowingly and those that do 
unknowingly. Or it could be said that there are those that benefit from the 
oppression they create, and those that really benefit from the oppression 
they create, and then there are those that don't benefit at all. It could be 
argued (although I wouldn't), that a minority female police officer does not 
ultimately benefit from the oppression they create, but that the white male 
police officer does benefit to a degree, where as the oppression they both 
create ultimately protects the capitalist scumbags they are protecting.  It is 
also possible to define thousands of different types of oppression. State, 
systematic, cultural, social, economic, political oppression are what I would 
call primary forms of oppression, where as oppressions enacted by 
individuals, such as my stepfather, could be described as secondary forms 
of oppression. There is obvious overlap between the two. Not to mention 
the possible tertiary forms of oppression and onward in the same manner. 
And I by no means am trying to argue that any form of oppression is worse 
or more harmful than another. I also think these divisions could be divided 
up even more past the way in which I briefly represented them, but that 
goes beyond the point I'm trying to make here. Oppression is complicated, 
plain and simple. To examine oppression effectively, you must examine it's 
context. 



And so in the context of me and my stepfather, it is infinitely complex, but 
certain things can be recognized. As a first generation Mexican-American 
my stepfather learned that to survive in this racist culture, he should 
conform and take the path of least resistance. So it then became his 
imperative to teach me the same cultural lessons. To be Gay in this culture 
is to be Mexican in this culture. Neither have a happy ending. He never 
questioned the culture itself, and from his specific upbringing and context, I 
can empathize and see how daunting of a task that would have been. So 
because he was bullied into being American-As-Fuck, he figured he would 
“lovingly” do the same for me. Of course, it's an absurd, perverted, and 
kind of idiotic way of understanding things, but essentially that is all it was, 
is his unique understanding of things.  Furthermore, I have come to my own 
understanding of him. An understanding that does not absolve him of the 
harsh and insane things he perpetuated, but an understanding that only puts 
it all into context. 

So in that context, as I was saying, when I tried to explain to him the 
normality of my explosive breasts and its relationship to my extreme 
emotional sensitivity, he did what he knew best. In yet another effort to un-
gay my experience, and in effect normalize me in his eyes, or at the very 
least, in the eyes of others, he began to refer to me as princess. “Princess, 
it's dinner time.” “Did you finish your homework princess?” “So, are you 
now too much of a princess to make your own bed?” The list soon became 
as imaginative as one could, well, imagine. 

Around the same time, I also began to spike my hair in some teenage form 
of rebellion, in which a shortly after later was quickly co-opted into my 
stepfather's princess language as a “pretty little crown for a gay little 
princess.” And the hit's kept coming. My breasts eventually dwindled, but 
the emotional sensitivity and princess name stuck around a bit longer. 



Patriarchy Effects Us All.

For my mother, my wife, and countless others,
I Will Crucify Patriarchs!

Anonimus Maximus  aka  Princess

p.s. Fuck you Dad!




